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Details of Visit:

Author: cotham 27
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Mon 31 Oct 2011 3.00 pm
Duration of Visit: 90 mins
Amount Paid: 180
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Adele Bella
Phone: 07852140116

The Premises:

Clean establishment;felt safe.

The Lady:

Blonde South African late 20s. Very pretty with lovely eyes. Proper woman shape rather than too
thin size 8! Although a cliche does look very much better than in the photos on the website.

The Story:

Second visit to see Adele; had previously visited her for 30 mins at HOD in South Kensington on
her one previous trip to London a few weeks ago. Really liked her that day (I was smiling for days)
and what she provided and decided to see again for a long time as a late birthday present to myself.

Had contacted her via Twitter and she had made clear London would be rare and so my first ever
trip to MK; the delights of Virgin trains and a short taxi for her trick or treats given that day.

Was warmly welcomed. Adele does really deep french kissing; many claim to do this but she really
does. This is an aspect I really adore about her.

Although paying for a personal service, her GFE really feels like one (call me a fool!). She made me
feel very comfort and again I really appreciate this when it occurs. I believe that both being
comfortable with each other helps such a visit as we are both at ease. I am sort that needs to be at
ease in order to get the most from a visit.

As for the physical experience what we did is between us two apart from a little bit below!
Annabellas' website lists the services she provides and the selection from these that I received was
very satisfying. Had a first with Adele that was truely amazing; her oral skills are very good and can
get you over excited very easily!

Between "rounds" both had open conversations with each other. Each of us felt comfortable talking
about ourselves having had some prior knowledge via Tweets, comparing our recent birthdays etc
and our conversations lead naturally into further "rounds."

At the end she gave me a relaxing massage, before a quick shower and departing. Followed by a
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quick return to pick up the clothes I left behind!

If she was in London more often and from what she tells me that it unlikely to occur, I would intend
to visit her again and again; she is that good. But as she is based where she is, it will have to be a
few longer visits occassionally. Just wished MK was closer.
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